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              Supersonicz Islamic Digital Insurance 

              We are a leading investment firm dedicated to empowering individuals and businesses on their journey towards financial freedom.


We help you see the world differently, discover opportunities you may never have imagined and achieve results that bridge what is with what can be, creating new millionaires and generating wealth for you and your generations to come.


Our unique approach to change management, year round, helps structure, orchestrate and enable sustained results.


By tapping into  strategic investment opportunities created by Fatty Capital, you can be on your way to building financial freedom as your capital investment grows over the years.


We offer a carefully curated range of investment opportunities across specific areas, that are designed to cater to the diverse needs and objectives of our clients. These opportunities are crafted to align with your risk tolerance, investment horizon, and financial goals.  



              	 At Fatty Capital, we understand the significance of strategic financial decisions that shape the destiny of individuals and their families. By entrusting us with your investment journey, you are taking a proactive step towards securing a prosperous future that extends beyond your own lifetime.
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          Investment Plans

          We have a vast range to raise your profits.

        

        

          
            
              

              Global Money Transfers

              There is a money transfer worldwide program to invest and get countless profits.

            

          

          
            
              

              E-Banking and E-Money

              We have a virtual bank with acquire services to payoff globally.

            

          


          
            
              

              Microfinance

              A big network for microfinancing in Africa.

            

          

          
            
              

              Software and Mobile Apps development

              Electronically monitor your business and how it is growing.

            

          


          
        
            

            E-Commerce

            Best opportunities to build with us your future.

          

        


        
          
            

            Real Estate

            Investing in real estate is easier than ever.
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          What We Believe

          At Fatty Capital, we prioritize long-term capital growth as one of our key investment objectives. With this in mind, we offer investment strategies and portfolios that are designed to maximize the potential for capital appreciation.
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              Our team of experts diligently researches and analyzes investment opportunities across various asset classes to identify those with strong growth potential. We aim to capitalize on market trends, emerging industries, and innovative ideas that have the potential to deliver significant returns over the long run.


              
                
                Passion for Results; Results, not reports

                Furthermore, we continuously monitor and review our investment strategies to adapt to changing market conditions and to capitalize on new opportunities as they arise.

              


              
                
                Our commitment to long-term capital growth is rooted in our dedication to helping our clients achieve their financial goals and build wealth over time.

                We employ a disciplined approach to investing, focusing on fundamental analysis and risk management to ensure that our investment decisions are well-informed and aligned with our clients' objectives. We believe that a well-diversified portfolio, combining both established and emerging investment opportunities, is essential for achieving long-term capital growth while managing risk.

              


              
                
                
                Take the first step towards financial success with Fatty Capital! Contact us today to schedule a consultation with our expert advisors. Let us guide you on the path to achieving your investment goals, unlocking the full potential of your wealth. 
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            Hours Of Support
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            Let's have a call

            Don't wait any longer – together, we'll build a brighter financial future for you and generations to come.
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			  Our Projects

			  Worldwide range projects at the best
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            Supersonicz Money Transfer Worldwide

            
              Supersonicz Money Transfer service is not just a brand, but it is a service where we aim to provide you best and secure Money Transfer service without any interruption. We are not just serving in the major countries, but we also goal to cover those countries where no other money transfer service is available.
            

             Projections  Intrested  Visit Project
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            Wisebanq

            
			  Send and receive instant payments globally

              A Wisebanq business account is the fastest way for your
business to send and receive instant international payments
throughout the UK and Europe.
            

             Projections  Intrested  Visit Project
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            Supersonicz Microfinance

            
              We are facilitate financial inclusion and stimulate sustainable economic development of our communities, using Sharia-compliant micro-finance instruments that leverage on technology and the skills of our people in creating everlasting customer experience.
            

             Projections  Intrested  Visit Project
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            Supersonicz Pay

            
			  Rapid Solutions online and offline payments for Africa!

			  Supersonicz Pay helps businesses in Africa get paid by anyone, anywhere in the world.
            

             Projections  Intrested  Visit Project
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					  Bank Account Details

            Account name: Fatty Capital
 
            Account number: 0110490604

            Bank: Supersonicz Micro Finance

            Contact Us

					  
						33 Rushford street,
Manchester, M12 4WY 

						Phone: +44 7846 100402

						Email: [email protected]
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                  Your message has been sent. Thank you!
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